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Applying the Concept 
of Better Regulation 

to Internal Security Policy
In line with contemporary understanding of the state based on the rule of law, law is practically the only 
means available to a state by which it can and is entitled to order human behaviour. At the same time, the 
state as a sovereign entity is competent to decide on the area of human reality that it wishes to regulate by 
legal rules. Likewise, it is for the state itself to decide what the respective (normative) order should look like 
in its ideal.

This article concentrates on the ordering by rules of the internal security of a state as an absolutely 
important area of practical reality. In adopting this emphasis, we are interested less in the content of the 
respective legal rules than we are in the problems related to the application of the principles of better regu-
lation where the ordering of the area of internal security is concerned. The subject matter is of vital impor-
tance for Estonia as the ministries responsible for internal security and the respective legal regulation—the 
so-called internal security law—are facing certain diffi culties in meeting the requirements set forth by the 
principles of better regulation.*1

The authors are of the opinion that better regulation, or, primarily, following of the requirements of 
better regulation does not replace but rather complements political decision-making. It is precisely because 
of that supportive function that the link between the main instruments touching upon the area of internal 
security policy in Estonia and the implementation of the respective policies has to be recognised. As indi-
cated above, this implementation is possible only by and with the aid of legal rules and other utterances of 
law. Approaching the problem from that perspective, one can establish the necessary connection between 
that contained in the instruments of internal security policy (i.e., concepts, measures, means of governance, 
etc.), and the principles of better regulation in the legislative process at both national and EU level.*2

In this article, the essence of better regulation, the main features of internal security in the context of 
the actual state of internal security of Estonia, and the implementation side of better regulation with an 
emphasis on the internal security policy instruments of Estonia shall be discussed.

1 A. Kasemets. Lõhe õigusloome normide ja faktide vahel mõjude hindamise ja huvirühmade kaasamise teabe esitamisel (The 
Gap between Law-making Norms and Facts (1998–2009) in the Field of Impact Assessment and Civic Engagement). – 
Riigikogu Toimetised 2009 (19), pp. 104–115 (in Estonian).

2 In order to refer to problematic areas as regards rule-making in the fi eld of internal security, the authors use the concept of 
‘selective compliance with the rules of rule-making’ throughout the text. The term in itself implies certain problems in this 
area.
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1. Better regulation
1.1. The concept of better regulation

In the last few decades, governments in most well-developed Western countries have made increasing 
efforts to improve the quality of legislation by means of various ‘better regulation’ (hereinafter referred to 
as the BR) programmes.*3 Better regulation as a concept lacks a universal defi nition and therefore serves as 
an umbrella term to cover a myriad of initiatives, such as deregulation, reducing the administrative burden, 
improving the quality of impact assessment, reducing the quantity of legislation, and simplifi cation.*4

According to C. Radaelli, better regulation is a process addressing the whole life cycle of the regula-
tions, laying down general rules for determination, assessment, enforcement, implementation, and ex post 
assessment of legal rules. Consequently, the guidelines for better regulation may embrace a vast array of 
measures, including simplifi cation of administrative procedures, consolidation of legal acts, alleviation of 
the administrative burden, use of market-friendly alternatives, risk-based review, funds allocated for rule-
making, standards for consultation of interest groups, assessment of the sustainability of the existing as well 
as of the new regulation, and ex post review of the effects. Of the elements of the better regulation ‘package’, 
regulatory impact analysis (hereinafter referred to as the RIA) has to be regarded as the most important.*5

RIA is a set of procedures to be followed in order to appraise regulation. It can be used both ex ante 
(i.e., at the stage of policy formulation, to appraise proposals) and ex post. It typically revolves around the 
steps of problem defi nition, the identifi cation of a range of options, consultation, the classifi cation of costs 
and benefi ts, a plan for monitoring and review, and the choice of an option on the basis of certain decision-
making criteria (such as cost-effectiveness, minimisation of the administrative burden, cost–benefi t analy-
sis ratios, or thresholds).*6

The fact that RIA has been considered the most important element of BR programmes might be 
explained by the strong instrumental view of legislation, which is the predominant way of understanding 
the role and functions of regulation for politicians, within governmental bureaucracies, and also for most 
stakeholders. First and foremost, legal regulations are simply understood as means for those in power to 
achieve the desired goals. Therefore, the outcome of regulation is currently perceived as the basic issue, 
linked to the quality of legislation, and not, for example, the question of the legitimacy and justifi cation of 
the government for intervening in the behaviour of ordinary people or companies.*7 But it also has strong 
potential in terms of evidence-based policy, accountability, and transparency of policy formulation proc-
esses. RIA is a general procedure applicable to a large number of initiatives, from proposals for new legisla-
tion coming from the government to departmental/ministerial regulation (such as statutory instruments in 
the UK) and rule-making delegated to independent agencies.

In most countries, the RIA is carried out by the government, not by Parliament, but MPs and also state 
audit offi ces, interest groups, etc. outside Parliament are among the users of RIA-related information, since 
it assists in describing the socio-legal problems, alternatives, and consequences of policy and legislation. It 
should also be noted that discussions of RIA are only beginning to rise from governmental to parliamentary 
level as far as parliamentary functions, such as representation, legislation, and supervision of the executive 
power, are concerned.*8

In pursuit of reaching the ultimate goal of uniform quality in legislation at the national, regional, and 
international level, drafters and commentators in both the civil and common law systems have turned to 
compilations of principles of drafting that could lead to consistently successful legislation.*9 On the inter-

3 J. Tala. Better regulation through programs and quality standards—are new perspectives needed? – Legisprudence 2010, 
p. 193.

4 L. Clapinska. Post-Legislative Scrutiny of Legislation Derived from the European Union. – European Journal of Law Reform 
2007, p. 343.

5 C. M. Radaelli. Regulating Rule-Making via Impact Assessment. – Governance 2010/1, p. 90.
6 OECD. Policy Recommendations on Regulatory Reform. Regulatory Impact Analysis: Best Practices in OECD Countries. 

OECD/PUMA, Paris 1997; OECD Sigma. Regulatory Management Capacities of New EU Member States, Paris 2004.
7 J. Tala (Note 3), pp. 203–204.
8 A. Kasemets. Impact Assessment of Legislation for Parliament and Civil Society: A Comparative Study. (22 countries). Pro-

ceedings of ECPRD seminar. Riigikogu Kantselei. Tallinn 2001.
9 H. Xanthaki. Drafting Manuals and Quality in Legislation: Positive contribution towards certainty in the law or impediment 

to the necessity for dynamism of rules? – Legisprudence 2010, p. 112.
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national scene of regulation, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (hereinafter 
referred to as the OECD) has since the beginning of the 1990s had the leading role in enhancing principles 
and ideas of BR and quality standards for regulation. The OECD has been able to collect experiences and 
research data from its member countries, on the basis of which it has formulated programmes, recommen-
dations, and policy guidebooks for the member countries for the successful adoption and implementation 
of RIA.*10

In the European Union, the subject matter of better regulation began being considered more intensely 
after the analysis carried out by the OECD in the area of regulatory reforms in the Member States*11, and the 
Lisbon (European Council) Summit where the high-level advisory group chaired by M. Mandelkern (here-
inafter referred to as the Mandelkern Group) was formed. The Mandelkern Group Report, serving as the 
fi rst agreement aimed at better regulation on the European Union level, includes seven recommendations 
aimed at achieving better regulation: 1) considering the full range of options regarding policy implementa-
tion; 2) regulatory impact assessment; 3) consultation with interested parties; 4) simplifi cation; 5) better 
access to regulation; 6) dealing with the respective supporting structures and co-ordination, and 7) effective 
implementation of European regulation.*12

Newer Member States have been encouraged, and indirectly requested, to pass legislation on drafting 
laws as a means of responding to the European Commission’s insistence that implementation of the acquis 
for the purposes of accession means correct implementation of EU law with national transposition meas-
ures of good quality.*13

In Estonia, the training and other development measures to build the conditions needed for better reg-
ulation and regulatory impact assessment were initiated in co-operation with the OECD in 1998.*14 Given 
the experience of OECD and EU Member States in the 1990s, there is no reason to think that good law-
making and governance practices will start to function without political commitment in regulatory policy, 
methodological guidelines, systematic training, and basic surveillance mechanisms.*15 To respond to those 
problems and to harmonise the processes and terminology of impact assessment, the concept of regulatory 
impact analysis was developed at national level in Estonia by the Ministry of Justice in 2007–2009 and the 
Development Plan for Legal Policy until 2018 was adopted by the Riigikogu (Parliament) on 23 February 
2011. It should be emphasised that now Estonia belongs to the OECD family of better regulation.*16

1.2. Problems in the application of better regulation

But why should politicians, civil servants, and different stakeholders be interested in better regulation? One 
potential function of BR programmes and quality standards for legislation could be that following them 
increases the legitimacy and acceptance of the proposed rules.*17 These, in turn, are preconditions for a state 
based on the rule of law. The legitimacy of rules is especially crucial in internal security policy because here 
the rules directly constrain people’s constitutional rights.*18 It is worth mentioning here that many of the 
security-related policy documents described below emphasise the importance of the rule of law in Estonia. 

10 J. Tala (Note 3), p. 197; OECD. Building an Institutional Framework for Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA): Guidance for 
Policy Makers. Paris 2008.

11 OECD. Reducing the risk of policy failure: Challenges for regulatory compliance. Paris 2000. Available at http://www.oecd.
org/dataoecd/23/37/46466287.pdf (5.4.2011).

12 Mandelkern Group on Better Regulation. Final Report. 13 November 2001. Available at http://ec.europa.eu/governance/
better_regulation/documents/mandelkern_report.pdf (5.4.2011).

13 H. Xanthaki (Note 9), p. 121.
14 See for example M. Ben-Gera. Impact Assessment: Role, Procedures, Methods and Good Practices in OECD and CEE Coun-

tries. – Society, Parliament and Legislation. A. Kasemets et al. (eds.). Tallinn: Riigikogu Kantselei 1999, pp. 27–35.
15 A. Kasemets. Teadmistepõhise ning säästva poliitika institutsionaalsed eeldused Eestis (The Institutional Preconditions for 

Knowledge-based and Sustainable Politics in Estonia). – Riigikogu Toimetised 2006 (14), pp. 152–160 (in Estonian).
16 Justiitsministeerium. Õigusaktide mõjude analüüsi süsteemi üldkirjeldus. Õiguspoliitika osakond (Ministry of Justice. Gen-

eral Description of impact assessment system. Legislative Policy Department), 2008. Available at http://www.just.ee/41314 
(5.4.2011) (in Estonian); Õiguspoliitika arengusuunad aastani 2018 (Development Plan for Legal Policy until 2018). – RT III, 
7.3.2011, 1 (in Estonian).

17 J. Tala (Note 3), p. 207.
18 D. Bigo, S. Carrera, E. Guild, R. Walker. The changing landscape of European liberty and security. – International Social 

Science Journal 2008/59, pp. 283–308.
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Therefore, if a gap exists between the principle of rule of law and actual better regulation measures (impact 
assessment, civic engagement, simplifi cation, etc.), it indicates serious problems in governance, because 
without regulatory impact assessment information, it is diffi cult to talk about knowledge-based and respon-
sible law-making and public administration.*19

Jyrki Tala points out another risk is BR—namely, that genuine, formal decision-makers in the law-
making process (the politicians) are left almost completely outside any BR activities:

The borderline between law drafters and policy planners on the one hand and the political decision 
makers, responsible principally to their electors on the other, is sharply maintained. Of course, the 
courts are also left outside the scope of BR measures, when developing the content of the legal sys-
tem by means of decisions in single cases.*20

Correspondingly, the man on the street, often the main target of the regulation, obviously has very little say 
in those processes.*21 Thus bad implementation and bad judicial application may interfere with the results 
of BR. The extent of the margin for incorrect implementation and judicial application is directly linked to 
the quality of the draft legislation, of course, but it is possible that the error in the draft may be attributed to 
a fault in the content of the policy pursued or in the calculations in the regulatory impact assessment made 
for the allocation of resources for implementation.*22

In most European countries, the analytical information on social, budgetary, economic, environmental, 
and administrative objectives and impacts of proposed legislation has to be given in an explanatory memo-
randum (in note or letter form) accompanying the draft law. The explanatory memorandum on the draft 
law is (and indeed has to be) a normatively structured legal document that includes the results of socio-legal 
impact assessment and public consultations.*23 If the draft law is not accompanied by impact assessment 
documentation, the legislator cannot vow and declare that the new law is in conformity with the rule of law 
or the constitutional norms. 

Even more, if the target groups and effects on their lives are not specifi ed in the memoranda, the EU 
better regulation assessment principles cannot be applied. The Mandelkern Group Report’s principles 
describe a comprehensive overall approach with a set of seven core principles: necessity, proportionality, 
subsidiarity, transparency, accountability, accessibility, and simplicity.*24 In Estonia, those principles are 
further supplemented by legality, legal certainty, openness, and responsibility.*25

The same applies a fortiori to internal security regulations, for the reasons described above.
And, naturally, the task of analysing the impact of legislation would go partly uncompleted if it were 

not followed by specifi c activities to enhance the quality of legislation by various methods (such as sim-
plifi cation and/or codifi cation).*26 For example, the UK Better Regulation Task Force, which was set up 
in 1997, recommends that a rolling programme of simplifi cation be developed to identify regulations that 
can be simplifi ed, repealed, reformed, and/or consolidated.*27 Regulators should undertake more frequent 
and better post-implementation reviews of regulation. Such reviews should assess whether the measure is 
working as expected, whether the costs and benefi ts are as predicted, whether there have been unintended 
consequences, and whether there is scope for simplifi cation. The results of these reviews should feed in to 

19 Rule of law, i.e., legal certainty and predictability of administrative actions and decisions, which refers to the principle of 
legality as opposed to arbitrariness in public decision-making and to the need for respect of legitimate expectations of indi-
viduals. Openness and transparency, accountability and effi ciency are also specifi ed as common standards for action within 
public administration. OECD Sigma. Preparing Public Administration for the European Administrative Space. Sigma No. 
23. Paris 1998.

20 J. Tala (Note 3), p. 203.
21 Ibid., p. 205.
22 H. Xanthaki (Note 9), pp. 114–115.
23 See for example M. Kiviorg. Õigusakti mõju ja rakendamise analüüs (Analysis of the Effect and Application of a Legal 

Act); – K. Merusk et al. Õigusriigi printsiip ja normitehnika (Principle and Normative Techniques of a State Based of the 
Rule of Law). Tartu: Sihtasutus Eesti Õiguskeskus 1999, pp. 19–39 (in Estonian); R. Narits. Good Law Making Practice and 
Legislative Drafting Conforming to It in the Republic of Estonia. – Juridica International 2004 (IX), pp. 4–13.

24 Mandelkern (Note 12).
25 Ministry of Justice (Note 16).
26 R. Narits. Systematisation of Objective Law. – Juridica International 2005 (X), p, 164.
27 L. Clapinska (Note 4), p. 339.
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future policymaking and simplifi cation proposals.*28 The authors of this article have similar considerations 
in mind concerning the internal security law in Estonia. That will be discussed in the next two parts of this 
contribution.

2. Internal security policy
Before any system can be developed, the defi nitions in it must be agreed upon. Defi nitions are decisive 
for any system because only after clarifi cation of the defi nitions can norms be arranged in a uniform sys-
tem.*29

Defi ning internal security itself has proved to be a diffi cult task. It traditionally referred to the territorial 
state and its geographic borders beyond which ‘inner’ should become ‘outer’ and where security is tradition-
ally one-dimensional, as military security.*30 Olivier Brenninkmeijer states that security priorities have now 
shifted. They encompass the prevention of crime and of illegal transnational traffi cking and smuggling, the 
control of clandestine migration, and the fi ght against urban juvenile delinquency.*31

The European Security Research and Innovation Forum (hereinafter referred to as the ESRIF) stated 
in its fi nal report that, on one hand, its role was not to defi ne security policy but, on the other, it aims for a 
common understanding of security, research, and innovation to support a more harmonised approach.*32 
The report further assures that ‘the ESRIF took a holistic approach to security, taking the widest defi nition 
of security and examining how that can be achieved regarding society itself and the freedoms we want to 
maintain or enhance’.*33

The Internal Security Strategy for the European Union gives an overall defi nition: ‘In this context EU 
internal security means protecting people and the values of freedom and democracy, so that everyone 
can enjoy their daily lives without fear.’*34 The strategy also emphasises the importance of a broad-based 
approach to the concept of security:

The concept of internal security must be understood as a wide and comprehensive concept which 
straddles multiple sectors in order to address these major threats and others which have a direct 
impact on the lives, safety, and well-being of citizens, including natural and man-made disasters 
such as forest fi res, earthquakes, fl oods and storms.*35

Defi ning internal security through threats posed to people and measures taken to avoid these threats is quite 
common. All of the Estonian policy documents on security that are mentioned below take this approach. 
Internal security is not defi ned precisely; rather, a number of threats, activities, or actors are listed and 
analysed. The Internal Security Strategy also attempts to concretise the concept by describing the measures 
encompassed in it. A horizontal dimension of security is described: ‘to reach an adequate level of inter-
nal security in a complex global environmental requires the involvement of law-enforcement and border-
management authorities, with the support of judicial co-operation, civil protection agencies and also of the 
political, economic, fi nancial, social and private sectors, including non-governmental organisations’; also, 
there is a vertical dimension: ‘international co-operation, EU-level security policies and initiatives, regional 
co-operation between Member States and Member States’ own national, regional and local policies.’*36

28 Better Regulation Task Force, Regulation—Less is More. Reducing Burdens, Improving Outcomes. A BRTF report to the 
Prime Minister. United Kingdom 2005, p. 33.

29 R. Narits. Objektiivse õiguse korrastamisest Eestis: kodifi tseerimisest õiguse ümberkujundamiseni (Systematisation of 
Objective Law in Estonia: From Codifi cation to Reformation of Law). – Riigikogu Toimetised 2005 (12), pp. 71–79 (in Esto-
nian).

30 O. Brenninkmeijer. Internal Security Beyond Borders: Public Insecurity In Europe And The New Challenges To State And 
Society. Peter Lang Pub Inc. 2001, pp. 30–31.

31 Ibid.
32 European Security Research and Innovation Forum. ESRIF Final Report. December 2009, p. 12. Available at http://www.

esrif.eu/documents/esrif_fi nal_report.pdf (5.4.2011).
33 Ibid., p. 11.
34 Council of the European Union. Internal Security Strategy for the European Union. Brussels. 25.2.2010. 6870/10 

(Presse 44).
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid.
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The notion of security, particularly as related to the expression ‘internal security’, has become increas-
ingly diversifi ed also in the sense of both the overall security that the state offers to society and the feeling 
of personal safety of the citizen. It contrasts with what used to be major security concerns of both state 
and citizen—namely, external aggression by a foreign power. Rather than that, internal security is now 
considered to encompass such diverse issues as economic security, the prevention of all forms of crime and 
violence, and social security.*37

The vice-chancellor of the Ministry of the Interior, Erkki Koort, categorises a problem as being part of 
internal security if a certain act brings with it danger to people’s life and health.*38 In today’s Europe, those 
acts are considered to consist of terrorism, serious and organised crime, drug traffi cking, cyber-crime, traf-
fi cking in human beings, sexual exploitation of minors and child pornography, economic crime and cor-
ruption, traffi cking in arms, and cross-border crime.*39 As we can see, many of those cannot be considered 
merely internal threats. This might be one of the reasons it is so hard to separate the ‘internal’ from ‘external 
security (i.e., security from defence) and give a clear defi nition to both. As the internal security strategy 
action plan states, ‘[i]nternal security cannot be achieved in isolation from the rest of the world, and it is 
therefore important to ensure coherence and complementarity between the internal and external aspects 
of [EU] security’.*40

Three common factors can be found in the attempts made to defi ne internal security: 1) it must be seen 
as a wide and comprehensive concept; 2) it cannot be looked at separately from the ‘outer’ security, and 3) it 
involves an increasingly diversifi ed situation. Regardless of such specifi cation, a uniform defi nition clearly 
has not formed yet.

3. Better regulation and internal security
In the view of the authors of this contribution, better regulation is especially important in the fi eld of inter-
nal security. Rules concerning people’s security, their rights and obligations toward a state, and infringe-
ments of their constitutional rights must be very clear and thoroughly analysed. We will now turn to some 
of the key policy documents of Estonian internal security in order to fi nd out whether or not they embrace 
the concept of better regulation. Policy documents are analysed because they form the basis for ministerial 
measures in internal security—including legislation, planning, and allocation of funds. If better regulation 
is not included on that level, it cannot be transformed into knowledge-based draft legislation procedures, 
adequate laws, or an effective internal security policy.

We can fi nd some minor pieces of comparative research on implementation of better regulation tools in 
the fi eld of internal security regulation and regulatory management. Three policy documents are analysed 
here. The analysis focuses on whether and to what extent better regulation guidelines are related to the 
concept of internal security policy and to its objective and methods.*41

The National Security Concept of the Republic of Estonia (2004) specifi es that:

Estonia’s Internal Security Policy encompasses the functions of the state’s internal security agen-
cies and the general structure of the system as well as participation in activities ensuring inter-
national security. The main functions of the Internal Security Policy, for achieving the goal of the 
National Security Policy, are the ensuring of domestic stability and the protecting and saving of 
human lives.

The importance of government based on the rule of law is also emphasised, but the policy process and better 
regulation concept as a precondition for a sustainable policy process is not mentioned in the document.*42

37 O. Brenninkmeijer (Note 30), p. 42.
38 E. Koort. Siseturvalisusus või sisejulgeolek (Internal Safety or Internal Security). – L. Tabur, E. Koort (eds.). Turvalisus-

poliitika 2010 (Safety Policies 2010). Tallinn 2010, pp. 39–43 (in Estonian).
39 Internal Security Strategy for the European Union (Note 34).
40 European Commission. The EU Internal Security Strategy in Action: Five steps towards a more secure Europe. Brussels. 

22.11.2010. COM(2010) 673 fi nal. Parenthesis added.
41 Mandelkern Group on Better Regulation Final Report (2001). Available at http://ec.europa.eu/governance/better_regula-

tion/documents/mandelkern_report.pdf (5.4.2011).
42 Eesti Vabariigi julgeolekupoliitika alused (The National Security Concept of the Republic of Estonia). – RT I 2004, 49, 344 

(in Estonian). Available at http://www.vm.ee/?q=node/4107 (5.4.2011).
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The Main Guidelines of Estonia’s Security Policy Until 2015 develops this policy further and ‘specifi es 
the standard principles, vision, directions and long-term effect-based objectives of the security policy—
principles which must be adhered to, and objectives which must be facilitated by the public sector, non-
profi t sector and the private sector’. Three policy planning phases are described in the defi nition of secu-
rity policy―development, improvement, and implementation of legal acts; development plans and activity 
plans with the aim of preventing threats to public order; and, in cases of a suspected threat, ascertaining 
and eliminating them.*43

This is amended by the defi nition of security: 

[A] social state of affairs which is created with the help of many, which allows individuals to feel 
protected, and which ensures a truly safe living environment by reducing the probability of hazard-
ous situations as well as enhancing the ability to react to threats and alleviate the damage caused 
by realisation of the threat.

The generally accepted principles of involvement of stakeholders and public consultations are also stressed 
as a method for preventing deviant behaviour, which is a positive step toward better regulation.*44 Some 
guidelines for impact assessment, involvement, and better regulation are specifi ed in the implementation-
related parts of the policy document, but their emphasis remains on the implementation of said policy itself, 
not its quality as a whole.

The Development Plan for the Ministry of the Interior for 2011–2014 states that the fi eld of internal 
security encompasses the creation of an internal security policy that is composed of crisis management, 
rescue, migration, border guard, law enforcement, and criminal justice policies and also internal security 
education.

Better regulation concepts and activities are not included in the body of this document, in spite of the 
fact that more ‘effective and transparent processes’ are foreseen as one of the objectives of it. However 
some of the concepts—e.g., consultations, risk analysis, and administrative burden—are mentioned in the 
annexes (‘Overview of the current situation’) to the document.*45

The analysis confi rms that better regulation guidelines are not systematically integrated with the con-
cept or development measures for internal security policy. They are, however, occasionally mentioned in 
annexes or background information. Unlike equivalent work of many other ministries in Estonia, the Devel-
opment Plan of the Ministry of Interior does not include a special portion on organisational development 
measures, where better regulation guidelines usually belong.

Therefore, it is too early at this stage to speak about systematic implementation of better regulation 
guidelines in the context of internal security. Some signifi cant improvements have been made in recent 
years, but the importance of the quality and sustainability of the whole policy process is still not emphasised 
enough. 

The question of institutional analysis is this: At what level do the factors precluding the implementation 
of better regulation principles in internal security policy exist? In connection to Estonia, three observa-
tions can be made: 1) There are no international obstacles, and the better regulation programmes apply to 
Estonia;*46 2) Estonia took a step closer to the countries leading the OECD by approving the Development 
Plan for Legal Policy on 23.2.2011;*47 and 3) the application of better regulation principles depends greatly 
on the choices made by vice-chancellors and departments, and on their values, work routines, and under-
standings of the better regulation policy.*48

It seems therefore that political commitment in relation to the principles of good legislation is one 
of the most important conditions for introducing the methods of RIA. To be useful, impact assessment 
should be institutionally linked to decision-making and the creation of laws. The White Paper on European 

43 Eesti turvalisuspoliitika põhisuunad aastani 2015 (Main Guidelines of Estonia’s Security Policy until 2015). – RT I 2008, 
25, 165 (in Estonian). English text available at http://www.siseministeerium.ee/29744/ (5.4.2011).

44 Kaasamise hea tava (The Good Practice of Public Participation). Available at http://www.valitsus.ee/et/riigikantselei/
valitsuskommunikatsioon/kaasamine/kaasamise-hea-tava (5.4.2011) (in Estonian).

45 Siseministeeriumi valitsemisala arengukava 2011−2014 (The Development Plan of the Ministry of Interior 2011−2014). 
Available at http://www.siseministeerium.ee/17410/ (5.4.2011) (in Estonian).

46 Mandelkern (Note 12), OECD (Note 10).
47 See Note 16.
48 A. Kasemets. Teadmistepõhise ning säästva poliitika institutsionaalsed eeldused Eestis (Institutional Prerequisites of 

Knowledge-based and Sustainable Policy in Estonia). – Riigikogu Toimetised 2006 (14), p. 154 (in Estonian).
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 Governance (2001) also raises the important question of political will: ‘Carrying these actions forward does 
not necessarily require new Treaties. It is fi rst and foremost a question of political will.’*49

Another problem worth mentioning is the absence of a consistent defi nition of internal security policy 
in Estonia, which probably precludes effective communication between the political-administrative and 
operational management and also affects consultation with target groups. This could lead to much worse 
results when action is needed urgently.

Correspondingly, the actual laws of internal security cannot be of the best possible quality. Mapping 
of Estonian regulations in the fi eld of internal security reveals that there are roughly 150 relevant laws in 
force today.*50 This is an overwhelming quantity in light of the fact that almost all of these laws have ‘lower’ 
(implementing) acts as well. This mass of laws and regulations taken as a whole is deemed the law of inter-
nal security today, but such situations are not new or recently developed. As French scholar E. Catta states, 
many defi ciencies exist in the laws of virtually every state today. Chief among these are overabundance 
(usually it is unclear how many laws there are in any given state), pileup of laws (usually the legislator does 
not summarise former laws or abolish the contradicting, excessive, or expired and therefore useless text), 
and instability (many laws or even paragraphs are changed several times in a year).*51 All of these defi cien-
cies seem to be found in Estonian internal security law.

Problems such as these can be solved through the better regulation instruments enumerated above. 
Along with these instruments, Catta suggests a few practical steps: 1) compilation: the grouping of texts 
by subject area, or in chronological order; 2) consolidation: amendments being inserted in the initial law 
to achieve a uniform and up-to-date work; and 3) codifi cation: use of the previous two solutions to classify 
norms and integrate them by areas of law.*52

The Development Plan of the Ministry of the Interior for 2011–2014 and the Main Guidelines for Esto-
nia’s security policy until 2015 foresee the codifi cation in the area of crisis management.*53 But it is of vital 
importance to map out the whole internal security area before work is started on codifying a specifi c part of 
it. If an overall analysis is not conducted, the codifi cation will probably have gaps and contradictions in it.

In light of the imperfections described above that internal security law faces, the authors suggest sys-
tematising this fi eld of law. Systematising objective law is not merely a technical task. Systematisation of 
legal provisions creates and develops the system of concepts that frames all legal thinking—including clari-
fi cation of the content of legal provisions. In its fi nal stage, systematisation of objective law is an essential 
tool in implementing the rule of law as an idea in applied form. It is, therefore, not correct to reduce codifi -
cation as a traditional element of systematising legal provisions to mere compilation of a code from differ-
ent parts of a legal order or set of laws.*54 The aim in codifi cation is, above all, to create legal certainty and 
clarity by making it easier for those applying the law to fi nd the necessary regulation and providing a more 
general view of the applicable law.*55

The Development Plan of the Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Estonia that applied until 2005 
stipulated as one of the main functions of the ministry the correspondence of laws to society’s expectations. 
To that end, the development plan provided for preparations for so-called codifi cation plans. The document 
included observations of the idea of, need for, and methods of codifi cation, along with recommendations 
on how to codify Estonian law.*56 Unfortunately, the development plan for the next period did not include 
such codifi cation plans.

The French doctrine of codifi cation prescribes four types of codifi cation: reformatory codifi cation, codi-
fi cation of constant law, consolidation, and compilation. In the context of this article, the second type of 
codifi cation proves interesting and may even be feasible in connection with internal security law. Codifi -

49 European Commission. European Governance. A White Paper. Brussels, 25.7.01, COM(2001) 428. Available at http://europa.
eu.int/comm/governance/white_paper/en.pdf (5.4.2011).

50 See Note 45.
51 E. Catta. Kodifi tseerimise ja süstematiseerimise tähtsus õige seaduse leidmise lihtsustamisel (Importance of Codifi cation 

and Systematisation in Simplifying the Finding of a Correct Act). – Juridica 2002/9, pp. 588–589 (in Estonian).
52 Ibid., p. 589.
53 Note 45. As stated in the latter document: A general legal act will be established in the fi eld of crisis management, organising 

the entire legislative basis for crisis management.
54 R. Narits (Note 26), pp. 161–162.
55 Ibid., p. 163.
56 Ibid.
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cation of constant law is aimed at gathering and structuring objective law as it is, not as it should be. An 
overview is made of the current state of affairs that paves the way to necessary reforms.*57 This is systematic 
codifi cation that is thematic; i.e., systems of law as well as laws and regulations that belong to the same sub-
ject fi eld are organised in a code. A homogenous and well-integrated collection must be achieved without 
gaps and superfi ciality.*58 Constant law is, above all, valid, applicable law. If defi ciencies exist in the law 
(overabundance, pileup, instability, etc.), it could be very hard to fi nd out what constant law is.*59

If the systematisation of internal security law reveals that such a uniform fi eld of law indeed exists, com-
mon denominators in each law should be pointed out and a ‘General Part’ formed for internal security law.

4. Conclusions
A subtle connection exists between what is contained in the instruments of internal security policy (i.e., con-
cepts, measures, means of governance, etc.) and the principles of better regulation in the legislative proc-
ess. But analysis of the quality of draft regulations and the excessive number of laws in the fi eld of internal 
security gives evidence of a lack of both ex ante and ex post systematic regulatory impact assessment.

Owing to the fact that implementation of the common principles of the Main Guidelines of the Security 
Policy as well as attainment of the objectives is supervised by the Ministry of the Interior, the authors offer 
some suggestions that could be included in the development plans in the future:

1) Regulatory impact assessment guidelines should be drafted for the development plans and laws in 
the fi eld of internal security, to increase the analytical and administrative capacities of the minis-
tries concerned.

2) In connection with the excessive quantity of laws in force in the fi eld of internal security, an integral 
analysis should be conducted before any new laws are drawn up. Comprehensive systematisation 
and/or partial codifi cation of law in force should be considered.

3) Training for civil servants should be conducted before drafting and adoption of any new laws on 
internal security.

In this contribution, the authors have been able to take only a glimpse at the given problem but, nonethe-
less, hope they have demonstrated that the connection between internal security policy and better regula-
tion deserves further research.

57 E. Catta (Note 51), p. 589.
58 Ibid., p. 590.
59 Ibid., p. 591.
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